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Background
Document Purpose
The objective of this document is to define the testing approach and methodology to support the Direct Project
This document will describe the scope, approach, and responsibilities to be followed throughout the Testing phase of
the pilot effort. Success criteria and Roles and Responsibilities will also be discussed

Objectives
The objective of testing is to ensure that users of the NHIN Direct framework will be able to efficiently perform all
required business processes on the systems before they go into production. It will ensure that the processes meet the
requirements defined in the Solution Requirements Specification (SRS) document as well as any documented design
requirements and are robust enough to provide an end-to-end integrated business solution.
Testing provides a structured way of validating that requirements and specifications have been properly implemented in
the solution, and proves whether the solution will meet functional, technical, operational, and maintenance
expectations.
Specific testing objectives are to:


Provide the business confidence in ensuring that the system, from a business perspective, is ready for
production.



Provide confidence that the combined IT Systems and Business Processes provide the functionality as
specified by the design to support the operational business.



Provide confidence that the business will operate successfully post cutover.



Enable business acceptance through successful demonstration of business scenarios encompassing the
requirements for IT, business processes, procedures and training.



Provide confidence that the implemented system configuration will provide an appropriate service level.



Ensure security and access are setup correctly and operating as per requirements.



Ensure delivered web services meet the functional and technical design specifications.



Fulfill the terms of compliance required by HIPAA.

Testing Approach
Test Phases
The RIQI Pilot project will consist of two distinct and formal testing phases that will be executed using a waterfall model.
The two testing phases are:
1) Integration Testing
2) User Acceptance Testing (UAT)
5
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During each phase, business and technical representatives will test the developed application and ensure that it meets
the business and technical requirements as documented in the published SRS and Design documents. Prior to modules
being tested in the Integration Testing phase it is expected that each pilot partner perform basic testing on each module.
This informal testing will be referred to as Unit Testing.
Integration Testing
Integration Testing, which will be conducted from December 1, 2010 through December 28, 2010, validates that the
NHIN Direct platform functions as specified in the SRS and design documentation. The purpose of Integration Testing is
to ensure overall system functionality prior to UAT.
As part of Integration Testing, testers will:


Validate that the NHIN Direct platform meets the business requirements and design requirements as
specified in the appropriate documentation



Document and prioritize any errors with the application prior to UAT



Provide acceptance to proceed to UAT to RIQI and the pilot partners

User Acceptance Testing
The User Acceptance Test phase, which will be conducted from January 4, 2011 through January 18, 2011, consists of a
series of tests designed to demonstrate to the users that all of the specified requirements have been satisfied. The
purpose of UAT is to confirm that the NHIN Direct platform is ready for operational use. The acceptance tests will
confirm correct function in handling data, performance, and quality attributes such as usability.
As part of UAT, testers will:


Verify that the NHIN Direct platform meets user expectations regarding basic functionality



Validate that NHIN Direct platform meets the business requirements and design requirements as specified in
the appropriate documentation



Obtain sign-off and acceptance from RIQI and the pilot user group



Document and prioritize any errors with the application prior to deployment



Record user feedback for future NHIN Direct releases as enhancements to be included in future phases or
change requests



Generate excitement among the various user groups for the NHIN Direct deployment

Regression Testing
Both the Integration Testing and UAT test phases will include iterations of Regression Testing. Regression Testing is
designed to duplicate previously tested scenarios and compare new results to previous results after new code or new
business configuration is introduced. This process may include interfaces, patches, reports/formatted outputs, and
converted data. It will validate that functionality within the environment continues to perform as expected after the
installation of system upgrades and/or the deployment of new code.

Test Execution
The NHIN Direct platform consists of two main areas of functionality:
6
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1) Point-to-Point Messaging
2) System-to-System Messaging
Integration Testing will begin by focusing on the Point-to-Point Messaging functionality and then transitioning to
System-to-System Messaging functionality about midway through the phase. In this way, test execution can begin with
the less complex test cases and build up to the more complex.
Milestones
The following are significant dates against which successful execution of the test plan will be measured:


12/1/2010 – Begin Point-to-Point Integration Testing



12/15/2010 – Begin System-to-System Integration Testing



12/30/2010 – End Integration Testing Phase



1/4/2011 – Begin UAT



1/18/2011 – End UAT

Success Criteria
The success of each test phase will be measured against quantifiable criteria:


The prescribed timeframes for test execution are adhered to



All milestones are met



All test cases are executed



All Critical and High issues/defects are resolved



The majority of remaining issues/defects are resolved with a consensus by RIQI, the pilot user group and the
pilot partners on those that are not resolved.



All business and design requirements are covered by at least one test case



All testing artifacts have been published (see Communications and Status Reporting)

Team Task Responsibilities
The following lists the tasks that each team is responsible for.
Test Manager (Arcadia Solutions)
 Develop Test Plan for Integration Test and UAT


Ensure the adherence to testing methodology and procedures



Monitor the progress of the testing effort



Ensure that problems are promptly documented in Issue Tracking with a full description of the problem
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Ensure that Critical and High issues are being addressed promptly and by the appropriate resources



Log and monitor all issues identified during Integration Test and UAT in spreadsheet and work with the
development team to resolve issues identified during the tests



Validate that test documentation is completed as the test is performed



File completed test cases



Ensure that resolved errors are re-tested



Coordinate test lab setup and usage



Maintain a controlled test lab environment



Perform daily environment availability test

Testers (Arcadia Solutions et al.)
 Ensure that the definition of the tests provide comprehensive and effective coverage of all reasonable
aspects of functionality


Execute the test scripts using test data as inputs, and ensure that the final outcomes of the scripts meet the
business requirement



Validate that all test script input sources and test script output results are documented and can be audited



Sign off on all test scripts by placing a signature on the completed script



Accept the results on behalf of the relevant user population



Recognize any changes necessary to existing processes and take a lead role in ensuring that the changes are
made and adequately communicated to other users

User Community (RIQI)
 Answer questions to clarify requirements


Answer questions regarding business process flow



Attend meetings as applicable

Infrastructure (Polaris/Inpriva/InterSystems)
 Provide a separate test environment (application, data, interfaces) to perform Integration Test and UAT


Setup and maintain the Test Environment to accommodate all testing activity



Notify Test Manager of changes to Environment Specifications



Support and maintain the issue tracking tool
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Development Team (Polaris/Inpriva/InterSystems)
 Provide application overview/training where necessary to Test Manager. This might consist of a
walkthrough of functionality or how to access audit logs.


Update documentation for functionality changes as part of the testing effort.



Support testers in the execution of their tests by triaging logged issues in accordance to the severity
assigned. Severity classifications are defined in the ‘Defect Management’section.



Fix bugs and meet agreed on delivery dates for builds/releases



Update Test Manager or issue spreadsheet appropriately to reflect work performed toward the resolution of
issues.
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Environment Plan
Rhode Island Quality Institute - NHIN Direct Pilot – Environment Map
Development Environment

DRAFT – 11/9/2010

Test Environment

Local

Production Environment

Integrated

Dev

Integrated

Code push

Code push

EpiChart
EpiChart

EpiChart

Local

Code push

Inpriva
(HISP)

Code push

Inpriva
(HISP)

Inpriva
(CA)

Inpriva
(HISP)

Local

Code push

HealthShare

Code push

HealthShare

HealthShare
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Timeline

Nov 23, 2010
Test Environments
Ready

Unit Testing
Pilot Prep

Contingency

Integration Testing

Feb 2011
PROD Code Ready

Regression Testing

Dec 1, 2010
Integration Testing
Begins

Nov
2010

Mar 3, 2011

User Acceptance
Testing

Dec
2010

Go-Live

Beacon Rollout Planning

Practice PROD
Simulation

Jan
2011

Feb
2011
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Testing Controls
Execution Tracking
A spreadsheet will be created with the following columns and maintained for both the Integration Testing and User
Acceptance test cycles:
Header Name
Test Name

Description
Unique identifier for the name of the test

Example
EHR_001

Functional
Business Areas
Description

Describes in which area the test will occur:
EHR, Mail Client etc.
A descriptive summary of what will be
tested.

HISP - Webmail, HealthShare - PG

Expected Results

The expected result of that specific step.

“The screen should show member
detail information.”

Executed By

The individual / organization who executed
the test.
The date on which the test was executed.

Inpriva, Arcadia – Carmen

Executed Date

Verify that improper user
credentials will not allow access to
user accounts in Webmail

12/15/2010

Defect Management
During Integration testing and UAT execution, all defects will be tracked in a spreadsheet and associated with the
corresponding failed test case(s). All defects will be assigned a number and a priority level for tracking purposes.
All defects discovered in the Integration Testing environment will be recorded and tracked regardless of the test
phase.
Regularly scheduled defect meetings will occur to discuss open defects, priority, impact and resolution dates.
Decision makers will participate in the daily defect meetings to appropriately prioritize defect resolution and
mitigate program risk. Defect reports will be generated to facilitate daily discussions and drive resolution.
The table below defines the Severity Levels that will be used to classify identified defects:
Severity Level
Critical

Definition
An incident that substantially prevents customer, business units, or the system
from working. The problem results in a complete system outage and/or is
detrimental to the majority of the development, user, and/or testing efforts
and there is no known workaround. These defects would be considered "show
stoppers"
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Severity Level
High

Definition
An incident that impacts a large part of the customers, business units, or
systems during normal operations. System functionality is degraded with
serious adverse impact to the user and there is not an effective work-around,
however work can continue.

Medium

An incident that impacts a small part of customer operations, business units, or
systems from working correctly. System functionality is degraded with a
moderate adverse impact to the user but there is an effective workaround.

Low

A minor incident that inconveniences customers or business units which occurs
infrequently or intermittently. It may not the affect working of the system at
all. This covers items like typos and spelling errors on reports or letters, date
formatting, text placement, etc. This includes defects that are cosmetic in
nature or "Nice to have” functionality.

Defect Resolution will be facilitated by "migrating" fixed code or configuration into the Test environment from the
development environment as appropriate to correct identified and prioritized defects. This migration process will
be scheduled and communicated by each Technical Team

Communications and Status Reporting
Status Meetings will be scheduled for the duration of the Integration and UAT phases.


Participants: All members of the core pilot team



Purpose: Discuss test results, escalate items (roadblocks, challenges, and obstacles), test data requirements,
scenario execution status, and defect status.



Materials: The test execution spreadsheet, an issues list, and defect reports will be used to facilitate the
discussion.

The following reports will be created and maintained for the duration of the Integration and UAT phases.


Test Execution Status



Open vs. Closed Defects



Defect Aging

Phase Entry and Exit
Entry Criteria: Prior to beginning any phase of test execution, the following Entrance Criteria must be completed and
confirmed:


The test environment is identified, available, and stable.



Test results from the preceding testing phase are available for review.
13
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Critical defects from previous testing phase will be resolved prior to starting.



Non-Critical defects that have received an approved risk assessment to enter the phase are documented and
targeted for resolution and re-testing.



All necessary and appropriate data has been loaded and is available to execute testing as planned.



Personnel across all necessary vendors are available to provide support according to the test schedule.

Exit Criteria: Prior to exiting any phase of test execution, the following Exit Criteria must be completed and confirmed:


All test scenarios have been executed in full, or the project Stakeholders have agreed that the program can
move forward to the next phase with specified uncompleted test scenarios that do not in aggregate pose a
material risk to program success.



All known defects have been documented.



All Critical and High priority defects have been resolved and re-tested, or project Stakeholders have agreed
that the program can move forward with specified open defects without undue material risk to program
success. (This step includes a formal recommendation by the core project team to project Stakeholders on
whether or not to proceed.)



All phase deliverables are completed.



An Exit Review has been conducted and the core project team confirms that both the Exit and Success
Criteria have been met.

Traceability Matrix
General / Multi-partner Requirements
#
BR_ALL_002

BR_ALL_003

Requirement
Capture and use protocols for a unique
message identifier (Transaction ID)
 in CCD?
 in message header?
 in subject?
Non-Standard coding / compendiums

Test
 Verify transaction id in
message header
 Verify unique transaction ids
are created


tbd

Polaris / EpiChart Requirements
General
#
BR_POL_GEN_00
1

Requirement
EpiChart users must be authenticated such
that they can be identified as a trusted
sender of an NHIN Direct message according
to the NHIN Direct API.
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Test
 Verify valid user in XML
message
 Verify no message created for
non-NHIN sender
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CCD Generation
#
BR_POL_CCD_00
1

BR_POL_CCD_00
2

Requirement
When triggered (see OI_POL_001 below) a
CCD for a particular patient must be
generated that can later be used in the
creation of an NHIN Direct message.

The CCD format to be generated must be
compatible with the HITSP C32 v2.5 CCD
(see OI_POL_002 below).
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Test
 Query for CCD when:
o Encounter is signed off
o Addendum note to the
encounter is signed off
o Medication is refilled via a
refill request
o New medication is
prescribed based on
changes to a refill request
or medication is a
controlled substance
added outside of the
encounter
o Incoming Lab Results are
sign off by the provider

 Manually verify CCD format
on output
 Confirm successful import on
currentcare
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#
BR_POL_CCD_00
3

NHIN Direct Client API
#
BR_POL_API_001

BR_POL_API_002

BR_POL_API_003

Requirement
The CCD contents to be exported must
include a defined set of sections. A subset of
those sections are required for the initial
test phase of the pilot, others are required
to enter production, and the balance need
not be exported during the course of the
NHIN Direct Pilot:
 Required for test:
o Person Information
o Information Source
 Required for production: (see
OI_POL_003 and OI_POL_004
below)
o Advance Directive
o Allergy / Drug Sensitivity
o Comment
o Condition
o Encounter
o Healthcare Provider
o Immunization
o Insurance Provider
o Language Spoken
o Medication – Prescription
and Non-Prescription
o Plan of Care
o Pregnancy
o Procedure
o Support
o Vital Signs
o Results
 Not required at this time:

Test
 Verify EpiChart generated xml
using SOAP UI
o Manually verify required
sections
o Manually verify extraneous
section not included

Requirement
When triggered, EpiChart will connect to the
Inpriva HISP, and using the defined API,
create an NHIN Direct message. The client
API must abstract message creation and
transport details.
The message will be addressed to the
currentcare NHIN Direct email address (see
OI_HISP_007 for more details), the
previously-generated CCD will be attached,
and the message will be sent according to
the API specifications.
All messages sent via the API must be
encrypted (likely via TLS/SSL).

Test
 Verify Inpriva web service
called when trigger executed
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Verify EpiChart generated xml
using SOAP UI




Verify HTTPS using SOAP UI
Verify error message on HTTP
using SOAP UI
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#
BR_POL_API_004

Message Store
#
BR_POL_STO_00
1
BR_POL_STO_00
2

Requirement
If the Client API cannot connect to the HISP,
an error message acknowledging the error
must be displayed.

Test
 Verify error message has been
written to log
 For successful messages,
verify error message has not
been written to log

Requirement
Polaris may choose to store a record of
messages sent via NHIN Direct so that they
may be later retrieved and processed.
Message acknowledgements may be
received via the Client API, and may be
stored in a similar fashion to the messages
themselves. If messages and
acknowledgements are stored, they should
be linked together so that users can
determine if a given message was
acknowledged.

Test
 Trigger 5 events then verify 5
records in message store


Pending final design

Inpriva / HISP Requirements
Certificate Authority
#
BR_INP_CA_001

new

BR_INP_CA_002

BR_INP_CA_003

BR_INP_CA_004
new

Requirement
The Certificate Authority must be able to
issue certificates to NHIN-Direct senders
and recipients or their agents. (The HISP is
an agent)
The HISP must be able to use private keys
and certificates issued by a Certificate
Authority in order to signed NHIN-Direct
messages on their customer's behalf.
RIQI shall act as the Trust Anchor for the
certificate authority. Requests will be
routed through RIQI, and a business process
will define the discrete steps in the
application for, acceptance of, and issuance
of appropriate certificates (see
OI_HISP_002).
The HISP must maintain an identity
repository that associates certificates to all
those users who have completed the
process which establish them as trusted
NHIN Direct users with RIQI (see
OI_HISP_002).
The HISP must be able to revoke certificates
on request.
Certificate expiration
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Test
 Request and verify certificate
on HISP


Verify certificate on received
message



Log into HISP and sign
certificate as sub-CA
Pending final decisions from
RIQI





Verify audit repository is
populated with appropriate
information



Log into HISP and revoke
certificate as sub-CA
Verify expired certificate does
not allow message to be read
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#
new

Requirement
Identity provisioning / Acting Trust Anchor

new

Auditing / logging

Addressing and Routing
#
Requirement
BR_INP_ROUT_0 The HISP must maintain a public/private key
01
store that allows messages from
authenticated users to be appropriately
encrypted before sending as an NHIN Direct
message to the intended recipient.
BR_INP_
The HISP must be able to locate and route
ROUT_002
target addresses via a DNS server in a
manner identical to generic secure email.

Test
 Pending final decisions from
RIQI
 Verify proper records written
to tables and correct columns
populated

Test
 Send and verify message to
another Inpriva physician
 Send and verify message to
non-Inpriva account




BR_INP_
ROUT_003

The HISP must be able to receive and route
back to the sender a status
acknowledgement from the intended
recipient.





NHIN Direct Client API
#

Requirement

Send and verify message to
another Inpriva physician
Send and verify message to
currentcare
Send and verify message to
non-Inpriva account
Send and verify message to
another Inpriva physician
Send and verify message to
currentcare
Send and verify message to
non-Inpriva account

Test
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#
BR_INP_API_001

Requirement
The HISP must provide an API that:
 Abstracts message creation and
transport details so that API
consumers need not worry about
them. Any required details can be
configured at run-time;
 Create an interface that is easily
understandable and simple to use;
 Ensure that the API design does not
preclude the use of lower>level
API’s (e.g. XDM processing) by those
developers that need to get “closer
to the wire”.
 Support identical semantics for both
Java and .NET platform consumers.

Test
 Access url provided

(see OI_HISP_003 and OI_HISP_004 for
additional details)

BR_INP_API_002

new

Mail Client
#
BR_INP_MAIL_001

BR_INP_MAIL_002

(see latest version of the client API
specification for additional details)
The Client API must be easily callable from a
.NET (specifically Visual Basic .NET)
application.
Auditing / logging

Requirement
The HISP must provide a web-based email
client that allows a registered user to
create, send, and receive NHIN Direct
messages via SMTP/TLS protocols.

The HISP must provide additional interfaces
for integration with existing email clients
and email compatible programs. These
interfaces should include POP-S and IMAPS protocols.
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Verify Inpriva web service
called when trigger executed
from EpiChart
Verify proper records written
to tables and correct columns
populated

Test
 Access url provided
 Enter proper user id and
password
 Enter incorrect user id and
password
 View message boxes
 Security audit for https
 Send message to known
address
 Send message to unknown
address
 Configure Outlook client with
pre-defined settings
 Configure Outlook client with
incorrect settings
 Verify successful Test
Connection
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#
BR_INP_MAIL_003

BR_INP_MAIL_004

Message Persistence
#
BR_INP_PER_001

BR_INP_PER_002

Provider Registration
#
new

Requirement
The web-based email client must allow the
registered user to create a message, attach
a CCD file, manually address the message,
and send the message.
User mailboxes must only be accessible to
the registered users with which they are
associated. Security of user mailboxes must
conform to standard HIPAA privacy rules.

Requirement
A short-term message store shall exist to
enable guaranteed delivery. If a message
acknowledgement is not received from the
recipient, a resend will occur periodically
before timeout (see OI_HISP_005 for
details).

A transaction log shall exist for audit
purposes. At a minimum it will include the
following fields:
 Transaction ID – a unique ID for all
messages processed by the HISP
(see OI_ALL_002 for more details)
 Status – enumeration of whether a
message was successfully sent or
failed (with an indication of the
error code)
 Date/time received
 Date/time sent
 Error code (if applicable) – (see
OI_POL_006 for more details)
 Sender address
 Recipient address

Requirement
Business process to issue certificates with
RIQI as the trust anchor and Inpriva as the
certificate authority must be defined.
Design effort to include details of
demographic and technical information that
must be gathered as part of the HISP
registration process.
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Test
 Send message with manual
address, no attachment
 Send message with manual
address, with attachment
 Security audit

Test
 Send message with positive
acknowledgement
 Send message with negative
acknowledgement
 Send message with no
acknowledgement
 Send message with multiple
negative acknowledgements
 Verify proper records written
to tables and correct columns
populated
o Verify all message statuses
o Verify all error codes

Test
 Pending decision from RIQI
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InterSystems / currentcare Requirements
NHIN Direct Module
#
BR_INT_ND_001

BR_INT_ND_002

new

Participation Gateway
#
BR_INT_PG_001

BR_INT_PG_002

BR_INT_PG_003

Requirement
The InterSystems NHIN Direct module must
be able to retrieve message from the
currentcare mailbox on the HISP.
Compatible protocols will include POP-S and
IMAP-S.
Upon retrieving a new message from the
currentcare mailbox, it shall be decrypted
so that it may be read by the participation
gateway.
Auditing / logging

Requirement
A participation gateway must exist that can
process individual NHIN Direct messages
directed to it by the NHIN Direct module (as
opposed to a direct connection to a data
sharing partner.)
Upon receiving a decrypted NHIN Direct
message from the NHIN Direct module, the
participation gateway shall look for an
attached CCD. If the CCD exists, the
participation gateway will “peek” into the
CCD and extract only those fields which are
required to identify the patient for whom
the CCD was generated.
For a matched patient, the participation
gateway shall determine if the patient is
fully consented to have his/her information
written to currentcare.
 If the patient IS NOT consented, no
further action is taken and the
message is securely discarded.
 If the patient IS consented, the CCD
is then passed to currentcare for
processing.
21

Test
 Verify that email adapter can
retrieve messages from
currentcare mailbox
 Verify in web client that
messages processed by the
adapter are read
 Verify that message can be
read in plain text when
retrieved from currentcare
mailbox
 Verify proper records written
to tables and correct columns
populated
o Verify all message
dispositions

Test
 Pending decision from RIQI





Verify module can extract
identifiers from message
o Verify for all triggers

Pending decision from RIQI
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#
BR_INT_PG_004

new

Requirement
If a patient is matched and consented by the
participation gateway, a status
acknowledgement is sent back to the HISP
via the client API (see OI_HIE_001 for more
details).
Auditing / logging

currentcare and Message Processing
#
Requirement
BR_INT_CC_001
A message received by currentcare via the
NHIN Direct module can be assumed to
contain a CCD and that the patient has
consented to have their information written
to currentcare, assured by the participation
gateway.
BR_INT_CC_002
Once a message is received by currentcare,
the attached CCD is extracted. The extracted
data is then matched to a specific patient.
BR_INT_CC_003

BR_INT_CC_004

BR_INT_CC_005

BR_INT_CC_006

new

new

Test
 Verify positive
acknowledgement on HISP
 Verify negative
acknowledgement on HISP


Test
 Verify properly formatted
messages from EpiChart
 Verify messages from
physician accounts are
discarded



Extracted, matched data from the CCD must
be validated against the C32 v2.5 CCD
schema.



The valid data extracted from the CCD must
be passed through the InterSystems
deduplication engine to ensure duplicate
results are not written to current care.
Deduplicated data must be written to
currentcare, both as a copy of the original
CCD and as discrete data elements
according to the currentcare schema.
For records where patient matching is
unsuccessful, no further action is taken (i.e.
Notification is not sent back to sender) and
the message is securely discarded.



CCD missing identification information (Doc
id, MRN, AA) notification message back to
admin account
Auditing / logging
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Verify proper records written
to tables and correct columns
populated
o Verify all message
dispositions







Verify CCD parser functions
correctly
Verify patient information in
currentcare viewer
Manually verify CCD format
on parsing operation
Confirm successful import on
currentcare
Execute each type of trigger
and verify patient information
in currentcare
Execute each type of trigger
and verify patient information
in currentcare viewer

Verify non-consented patient
info is not inserted into
currentcare
 Verify proper record written
to audit trail
 Remove id info from EpiChart
record and verify notification
message
 Verify proper records written
to tables and correct columns
populated
o Verify all message
dispositions

The Direct Project - Pilot Test Plan - DRAFT
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Appendix
CCD C32 v2.5 Schema
To be added

CCD C32 v2.5 Section Mapping

CCD v2 5 NHIN
Direct Pilot v0 3.xlsx
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